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Summary
Background Soft-tissue tumours are derived from
mesenchymal cells such as fibroblasts, muscle cells, or
adipocytes, but for many such tumours the histogenesis is
controversial. We aimed to start molecular characterisation
of these rare neoplasms and to do a genome-wide search for
new diagnostic markers.
Methods We analysed gene-expression patterns of 41 softtissue tumours with spotted cDNA microarrays. After removal
of errors introduced by use of different microarray batches, the
expression patterns of 5520 genes that were well defined
were used to separate tumours into discrete groups by
hierarchical clustering and singular value decomposition.
Findings Synovial sarcomas, gastrointestinal stromal tumours,
neural tumours, and a subset of the leiomyosarcomas,
showed strikingly distinct gene-expression patterns. Other
tumour
categories—malignant
fibrous
histiocytoma,
liposarcoma, and the remaining leiomyosarcomas—shared
molecular profiles that were not predicted by histological
features or immunohistochemistry. Strong expression of
known genes, such as KIT in gastrointestinal stromal tumours,
was noted within gene sets that distinguished the different
sarcomas. However, many uncharacterised genes also
contributed to the distinction between tumour types.
Interpretation These results suggest a new method for
classification of soft-tissue tumours, which could improve on
the method based on histological findings. Large numbers of
uncharacterised genes contributed to distinctions between the
tumours, and some of these could be useful markers for
diagnosis, have prognostic significance, or prove possible
targets for treatment.
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Introduction
Soft-tissue tumours are neoplasms that show morphological
and immunophenotypical characteristics of mesenchymal
cells such as fibroblasts, adipocytes, muscle cells, or
peripheral nerve-sheath cells. These rare tumours have a
wide range of histological appearances, within which over
100 different entities have been defined.1 Although many
soft-tissue tumours can be distinguished from each other,
the boundaries between several diagnostic groups are vague
and can overlap. The classification is further complicated
by the fact that there are few reliable immunohistochemical
markers to aid in tumour subclassification or to help predict
a patient’s outcome. The specialty of soft-tissue tumour
pathology is therefore hampered—perhaps more than in
any other group of tumours—by uncertainty surrounding
diagnosis.
Over 30 000 expressed genes in man have (at least partly)
been sequenced, and we expect that the sequence of all
expressed genes will be available soon. Level of expression
of such large numbers of genes, impossible by old methods,
can now be studied with cDNA expression MICROARRAYS.2
Furthermore, HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING analysis recognises
groups of genes that are co-expressed, providing a new level
of insight into their possible functions. Microarray
hybridisation technologies have begun to identify new
molecular subclassifications in breast carcinomas,3,4
lymphomas,5 leukaemias,6 melanomas,7 and prostate
cancer.8
We did cDNA gene microarray analysis on a set of 41
soft-tissue tumours to identify gene clusters that define
tumour families on a molecular level, to relate these families
to histological diagnoses and known molecular markers,
and to highlight new markers of potential diagnostic value.

Methods
Specimens and RNA isolation
Frozen tissue samples were obtained from soft-tissue
tumour specimens resected at the Vancouver Hospital and
Health Sciences Centre, the Stanford University Medical
Centre, and the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania
between 1993 and 2000. 41 specimens were used for this
study: these included eight gastrointestinal stromal
tumours; eight monophasic synovial sarcomas; four
liposarcomas (one dedifferentiated, one myxoid, two
pleomorphic); 11 leiomyosarcomas (including one primary
and metastatic pair); eight malignant fibrous histiocytomas;
and two benign peripheral nerve-sheath tumours
(schwannomas). The clinical features of these tumours are
shown on supplemental web table 1.9
We cut a frozen section from each specimen before RNA
isolation to confirm that the sample was representative of
the case. Tissue was homogenised in Trizol reagent
(GibcoBRL/Invitrogen, Carlsbad, USA) and total RNA
was prepared; we isolated mRNA by the FastTrack 2.0
method (Invitrogen).
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GLOSSARY
EIGENGENE

A trend in gene expression. If an eigengene correlates with a suspected
source of artifact, than it can be deduced from the dataset.
EIGENARRAY

Represents a similar trend in array types to an eigengene.
HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING

Clustering in data mining is a statistical discovery process that groups a
set of data in such a way that the intracluster similarity is kept to a
maximum and the intercluster similarity is kept to a minimum. In the
clustering process, two clusters are merged only if the interconnectivity
and closeness (proximity) between two clusters are high relative to the
internal interconnectivity of the clusters and closeness of items within
the clusters.
MICROARRAY

A collection of spots on a solid surface (often a glass slide) arranged in
neat rows and columns, so that the origin of each spot is known.
Depending on the type, the spots can contain DNA sequences (as in
gene microarrays), tissue fragments (tissue microarrays), protein
(protein microarrays), or others. Microarrays can contain many such
spots and are therefore useful in high throughput experiments.
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION

A mathematical procedure by which trends in large datasets can be noted.

mRNA labelling and hybridisation to spotted cDNA
microarrays
We prepared Cy3-labelled (green fluorescent) cDNA
from reference mRNA and Cy5-labelled (red fluorescent)
cDNA from mRNA from every tumour specimen. These
cDNA samples were hybridised to 22 000 (22K) spotted
cDNA microarrays, and subsequent
analysis was done as described.4 Halfway
through this experiment, a new 42 000
(42K) gene array replaced the old 22K
type. For this reason, subsequent cases
were analysed on the 42K array.
Reference mRNA was isolated from a
pool of 11 cell lines.4 Both arrays
were prepared as described.4,10,11 Five
specimens for which adequate amounts
of mRNA were available were analysed
on both 22K and 42K gene arrays. We
used SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION
and ANOVA to identify and correct for
bias introduced by different array types.
Data analysis
Intensity of Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescence
for every gene spot on the hybridised
arrays was measured with a Genepix
4000 scanner (Axon instruments, Foster
City, USA), and was analysed with
Genepix version 3.0 software (Axon
instruments). The primary data tables
and the image files are stored in the
Stanford microarray database.12 We
entered fluorescence ratios into this
database for analysis. Spots that could
not be interpreted were excluded. We
selected spots that had at least 80% well
defined datapoints from the 46 arrays,
and that had an absolute value of the
fluorescence ratio at least three times
greater than the geometric mean ratio of
specimens looked at, in at least two
arrays. A further selection criterion was
that each spot should have a ratio of
signal over background greater than 1·4
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in either Cy3 or Cy5 channels. Hierarchical clustering was
then done as described.13 Hierarchical clustering analysis
partitions genes into discrete groups, creating visually
recognisable expression patterns and separating softtissue neoplasms into distinct groups.
We measured the expression pattern of the tumour set
with two different types of slide arrays: one with 22 654
spotted cDNAs (22K array), and the other with almost all
the gene set on the 22K slide plus about 20 000 additional
cDNAs, for a total of 42 611 spots (42K array). To
enlarge the total dataset, and thereby increase the number
of tumours in any single group, the two array sets were
combined. For this new combined dataset, we only
included genes in both arrays. This dataset yielded closely
similar tumour clustering of the major diagnostic groups,
as was seen when the two datasets were analysed
separately (web figures 1 and 2).9 However, in the
combined dataset, an effect of the type of array used (22K
vs 42K) on clustering of the tumours was evident (web
figure 2).9 We did singular value decomposition to correct
for this artifact (web figure 3).9 This technique has
previously been used to detect and correct for artifacts in
time-course experiments14 and has been applied in many
other areas of research to filter out noise from signal.15–17
Singular value decomposition establishes unique
dominant orthogonal (or uncorrelated) gene and
corresponding array expression patterns—ie, so-called
EIGENGENES and EIGENARRAYS, respectively—and then
identifies genes and arrays with large projections onto or
high correlations with these patterns. We identified one
eigengene that correlated almost exactly with the 22K

Figure 1: Representative histological findings of specimens used for this study (20)
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(a)

STT865 -SynSarc
STT1324-SynSarc
STT638 -SynSarc
STT535 -SynSarc
STT117 -SynSarc
STT850 -SynSarc
STT854 -SynSarc
STT108 -SynSarc A
STT108 -SynSarc B
STT1148-GIST
STT794 -GIST
STT646 -GIST
STT656 -GIST B
STT656 -GIST A
STT219 -GIST
STT094 -GIST B
STT094 -GIST A
STT335 -GIST
STT111 -GIST
STT840 -LEIO
STT516 -LEIO B
STT516 -LEIO A
STT616 -LEIO
STT641 -LEIO
STT525 -LEIO
STT1220-LEIO
STT417 -MFH
STT418 -MFH
STT419 -LIPO/MYX
STT390 -LIPO
STT889 -MFH
STT894 -MFH
STT523 -LEIO
STT607 -LEIO m. 523
STT526 -LEIO
STT563 -LIPO
STT709 -MFH
STT398 -LIPO B
STT398 -LIPO A
STT742 -LEIO
STT710 -MFH
STT420 -MFH
STT739 -LEIO
STT890 -MFH
STT629 -Schwannoma
STT524 -Schwannoma

STT865 -SynSarc
STT1324-SynSarc
STT854 -SynSarc
STT850 -SynSarc
STT117 -SynSarc
STT535 -SynSarc
STT638 -SynSarc
STT108 -SynSarc A
STT108 -SynSarc B
STT646 -GIST
STT656 -GIST A
STT656 -GIST B
STT335 -GIST
STT111 -GIST
STT094 -GIST A
STT094 -GIST B
STT219 -GIST
STT794 -GIST
STT1148-GIST
STT616 -LEIO
STT840 -LEIO
STT516 -LEIO A
STT516 -LEIO B
STT1220-LEIO
STT525 -LEIO
STT641 -LEIO
STT419 -LIPO/MYX
STT889 -MFH
STT418 -MFH
STT417 -MFH
STT894 -MFH
STT420 -MFH
STT890 -MFH
STT710 -MFH
STT742 -LEIO
STT563 -LIPO
STT739 -LEIO
STT523 -LEIO
STT607 -LEIO m.523
STT526 -LEIO
STT709 -MFH
STT398 -LIPO A
STT398 -LIPO B
STT390 -LIPO
STT524 -Schwannoma
STT629 -Schwannoma
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Figure 2: Cluster analysis of 46 soft-tissue tumour specimens by singular value decomposition (a) and batch-specific centreing (b)
SynSarc=synovial sarcoma; GIST=gastrointestinal stromal tumour; LEIO=leiomyosarcoma; MFH=malignant fibrous histiocytoma; LIPO=liposarcoma. (a) In
the clustergram, a row represents the level of expression for a gene, centred at the geometric mean of its expression level in the 46 samples. Tumour
specimens are arranged in columns. Red=high expression; green=low expression. The dendrogram (upper) shows degree of association between tumour
samples, with short branches denoting a high degree of similarity. Five tumours, analysed on both 22K and 42K arrays (eg, STT108 SynSarc A and B,
respectively) show tight pairwise clustering after correction of array bias. The first three most important eigengenes (lower) and eigenarrays (right) are
aligned with the clustergram (middle), showing the relation between the two types of analyses. (b) A similar pattern of gene expression is seen when the
22K and 42K dataset are centred separately and then combined.

versus 42K array bias (web figure 4).9 The effect of this
eigengene and corresponding eigenarray was subtracted
from all data. This new dataset was reselected for geneexpression levels as described above, and hierarchical
clustering was done (web figure 5).9 Subsequently, the
final dataset was analysed by singular value
decomposition. A second technique (ANOVA) was also
used to correct array bias. In this technique, the data
obtained on 22K and 42K arrays was centred separately
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by subtracting from each gene measurement the mean
fluorescence ratio for that gene in the tumours examined
in the 22K dataset and doing the same procedure on the
genes in the 42K dataset. Subsequently both datasets
were combined and reselected for gene-expression levels
as described above. The data obtained by these two
methods were highly similar. The results described below
are based on the findings in the dataset selected through
singular value decomposition.
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STT865 -SynSarc
STT1324-SynSarc
STT854 -SynSarc
STT850 -SynSarc
STT117 -SynSarc
STT535 -SynSarc
STT638 -SynSarc
STT108 -SynSarc A
STT108 -SynSarc B
STT646 -GIST
STT656 -GIST A
STT656 -GIST B
STT335 -GIST
STT111 -GIST
STT094 -GIST A
STT094 -GIST B
STT219 -GIST
STT794 -GIST
STT1148-GIST
STT616 -LEIO
STT840 -LEIO
STT516 -LEIO A
STT516 -LEIO B
STT1220-LEIO
STT525 -LEIO
STT641 -LEIO
STT419 -LIPO/MYX
STT889 -MFH
STT418 -MFH
STT417 -MFH
STT894 -MFH
STT420 -MFH
STT890 -MFH
STT710 -MFH
STT742 -LEIO
STT563 -LIPO
STT739 -LEIO
STT523 -LEIO
STT607 -LEIO m.523
STT526 -LEIO
STT709 -MFH
STT398 -LIPO A
STT398 -LIPO B
STT390 -LIPO
STT524 -Schwannoma
STT629 -Schwannoma

1

DACH

A

EGFR
CRABP1
TGFB2

Correlation
coefficient

method—significance analysis of
microarrays—to
search
for
differentially expressed genes in
different sarcoma diagnoses.18 A
limited number of genes were
reported to be misplaced on the arrays
during this project. Only 27 of these
genes
survived
singular
value
decomposition correction; these genes
are named in a table on the website
accompanying this report (http:
//image.thelancet.com/01art9007
webonly.pdf) and have been removed
from the clusters described in this
report and from the complete dataset
on the website. Should more
misplaced genes be discovered they
will be posted as an update on the
website.9
Role of the funding source
The sponsors of the study had no
role in study design, data collection,
data analysis, data interpretation, or
writing of the report.

ENC1

NSP

Results

BMP2

46 specimens from 41 soft-tissue
tumours were analysed for geneexpression profiles by a combination
Calponin 1
of 22K and 42K cDNA microarrays.
Histological sections of representative
ACTG2
BMP7
RARG
tumours are shown in figure 1;
MYH11
sections of all specimens used can be
MYPT2
B
viewed on the accompanying website.9
MYLK
The relation between tumour type and
LMOD1
gene-expression profile was analysed
ACTA2
for 5520 well defined genes that
MYRL2
showed variation in expression across
SPRY1
C
SGCA
the 46 arrayed specimens (figure 2) by
SLAP
hierarchical cluster analysis13 and
CEP2
singular value decomposition.14
GUCY1A3
On the basis of levels of gene
MYO6
expression of all 5520 genes,
ABCC4
specimens were separated into five
major groups (figures 2 and 3). The
PCAF
eight synovial sarcomas and the eight
gastrointestinal
stromal
tumours
Protein kinase C
formed tight clusters on two distinct
dendrogram branches. A third group
KIT
comprised six of 11 leiomyosarcoma
SPRY4
specimens. The five remaining
INPP5a
PTP4A3
leiomyosarcomas—including
one
primary tumour and its pulmonary
metastasis—were clustered in a large
group of tumours otherwise composed
ABCB1
of malignant fibrous histiocytomas
DNCI1
and liposarcomas. Both the benign
peripheral nerve-sheath tumours were
>8
>8
on the same terminal branch.
Figure 3: Representative portions of the tumour-specific gene clusters
Clustering is further relevant for
Spectrum of green to red spots represents the centred expression for each gene. Sidebar shows
precise pairing of the five specimens
difference from mean; selected gene names are shown on the right and defined in the panel. A=synovial
analysed with both arrays (22K
sarcoma gene cluster; B=muscle gene cluster; C=gastrointestinal stromal tumour gene cluster.
and 42K) and of the primary
tumour with its pulmonary metastasis. Singular value
A more detailed explanation of the methods, including
decomposition identified several highly important eigensingular value decomposition, is provided in the
genes and corresponding eigenarrays that correlated with
supplemental information on the accompanying website.9
tumour type (figure 2, web table 2).9 Eigengene A
In addition to hierarchical clustering and singular value
decomposition analysis, we used a supervised analytical
correlates with the combination of synovial sarcomas and
MSX2
SSX4
SSX3
IRX5
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Definitions of gene names
Gene name
A
DACH
EGFR
CRABP1
TGFB2
ENC1
NSP
BMP2
MSX2
SSX4
SSX3
IRX5
BMP7
RARG

Definition
Dachshund
Epidermal growth factor receptor
Cellular retinoic acid binding protein-1
Transforming growth factor 2
Ectodermal-neural cortex-1
Neuron-specific protein Hs 79404
Bone morphogenetic protein 2
msh homeo box homolog-2
Synovial sarcoma X breakpoint-4
Synovial sarcoma X breakpoint-3
Iroquois homeo-box protein 5
Bone morphogenetic protein-7
Retinoic acid receptor

B
ACTG2
MYH11
MYPT2
MYLK
LMOD1
ACTA2
MYRL2
SGCA
SLAP

Actin 2 smooth muscle enteric
Myosin heavy polypeptide 11 smooth muscle
Myosin phosphatase target subunit-2
Myosin light polypeptide kinase
Leiomodin-1 smooth muscle
Actin 2 smooth muscle aorta
Myosin regulatory light chain-2
Sarcoglycan
Sarcolemmal-associated protein

C
SPRY1
CEP2
GUCY1A3
MYO6
ABCC4
PCAF
KIT
SPRY4
INPP5a
PTP4A3
RAB3a
ABCB1
DNCI1
SYNJ1

Sprouty homolog-1
cdc42 effector protein-2
Guanylate cyclase 1 3
Myosin VI
ATP-binding cassette C4
p300/CBP associated factor
c-kit/CD117
Sprouty homolog 4
Inositol polyphosphate-5-phosphatase
Protein tyrosine phosphatase type 4A 3
RAS-associated protein RAB3A
ATP-binding cassette B1
Dynein cytoplasmic intermediate peptide 1
Synaptojanin-1

gastrointestinal stromal tumours from the remaining
specimens; a negative value corresponds to a diagnosis of
either stromal tumour or synovial sarcoma. Eigenarray A
shows the genes that contribute to this distinction.
Comparison with the clustergram shows that these genes
fall into gene clusters that are specific for synovial sarcoma,
stromal tumour, or both. Eigengene B separates synovial
sarcomas (positive) from gastrointestinal stromal tumours
(negative), with values for this eigengene in the remaining
specimens around zero. Eigenarray B shows almost exact
correlation with the genes reported in synovial sarcoma
and gastrointestinal stromal tumour clusters. Eigengene C
shows near-perfect correlation with the subset of
leiomyosarcomas that express a muscle gene cluster,
including calponin.
Significance analysis of microarrays independently
identified several diagnosis-associated genes (web table 3),9
which overlapped with the genes obtained by clustering
and singular value decomposition (web table 4 and web
figure 6).9 Synovial sarcoma specimens were differentiated
by a unique pattern of expression of a cluster of 104 genes
(r=0·66), which included synovial sarcoma X (SSX),
retinoic acid pathway genes, and epidermal growth
factor receptor (figure 3). Another cluster of 125 genes
(r=0·75) showed high levels of expression for only the
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gastrointestinal stromal tumours, and thus these tumours
were separated from the other soft-tissue tumours on the
cluster dendrogram (figure 3).
A distinct cluster of 24 genes (r=0·75) was highly
expressed in six of 11 leiomyosarcoma specimens. This
group, part of a much larger cluster of genes, contained
many genes known to be implicated in muscle structure
and function, including actin, myosin, leiomodin, myosin
phosphatase, and calponin (figure 3). Most of the other
five leiomyosarcoma specimens did not express these
markers, but were positive for desmin by immunohistochemistry (data not shown). The separation of the
calponin-positive leiomyosarcoma subgroup from the
calponin-negative tumours was dominant, and resulted in
an important eigengene and corresponding eigenarray
(figure 2, web figure 3).9
The two peripheral nerve-sheath tumours were clustered
together, and were characterised by high expression of five
nerve-sheath genes (r=0·68), including neuroligin, L1 celladhesion molecule, neurexin, and semaphorin 3B
precursor, with S100b present at a separate location (data
not shown). The gene-expression profiles for malignant
fibrous histiocytomas, liposarcomas, and the remaining
leiomyosarcomas grouped these tumours together on a
broad branch of the dendrogram (figure 3).

Discussion
We have reported gene-expression profiles of 41 soft-tissue
tumours with cDNA microarrays; the complete dataset is
available in a searchable format on the website
accompanying this report.9 We have shown that singular
value decomposition analysis can be used to overcome bias
introduced by use of different batches of arrays. The two
methods used for removal of array bias showed strikingly
similar results: 5520 genes survived reselection after
removal of array bias by singular value decomposition. The
centreing method was slightly more permissive and
allowed 5925 genes to remain after reselection. The
overlap between the two methods was impressive, with
5282 genes (96%) of the 5520 singular value
decomposition dataset being present in the centred
dataset. All genes described in this report were present in
both datasets.
We identified a cluster of genes, including SSX, retinoic
acid pathway genes, and epidermal growth factor receptor,
that showed specific expression for synovial sarcoma. SSX
is a fusion partner with SYT in the t(X;18) translocation,
which is reported to arise in most synovial sarcomas.19
SSX3 and SSX4 cDNA spots in our dataset were highly
homologous with other SSX variants, including SSX1 and
SSX2, which are most often implicated in this translocation. This association means that we cannot establish
type of SSX gene with the cDNA hybridisation method.
The SSX sequence used on the array contains the 3 end
of the gene, and hence cannot discern native SSX from
SYT-SSX translocation product. Other genes in this
cluster that showed synovial-sarcoma-specific expression
could be associated with the effects of this translocation.
Two components of the retinoic acid pathway were also
present in this gene cluster—cellular retinoic acid binding
protein-1 and retinoic acid receptor- . Many genes known
to be experimentally induced in vertebrates by retinoic acid
also correlated with this expression pattern, including
ENC1,20 IRX5,21 and TGF2.22,23 The synovial-sarcoma
gene cluster also contained the gene for the epidermal
growth factor receptor, raising the possibility that synovial
sarcomas could be amenable to treatment by small
molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitors such as ZD1839,24 or
the epidermal growth factor receptor antibody C225.25
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Within this group of sarcomas, a further subdivision of
cases was noted that could correlate with differences in
clinical behaviour.
We reported a cluster of genes with specific expression in
gastrointestinal stromal tumours. This tightly associated
group of genes was centred on CD117 (KIT), a gene in
which most of these stromal tumours have activating
mutations.26 Within the group of soft-tissue tumours, this
gene is known to be highly expressed in gastrointestinal
stromal tumours.27 Also included in this cluster was the
protein kinase C gene, and immediately adjacent was
PIK3CG—these genes code for two proteins that have been
reported to transduce and inhibit KIT signalling,
respectively, in various model systems.28,29
Gastrointestinal stromal tumours are known to be more
resistant to chemotherapy than other sarcomas.30 Genes
coding for two members of the superfamily of ATPbinding-cassette transporters (ABCB1 and ABCC4) were
recorded within the cluster of genes specific for these
stromal tumours; both are known to be implicated in
multidrug resistance.31 ABCB1 protein expression in
gastrointestinal stromal tumours has been reported.32 A
gene set expressed in both this group of tumours and
synovial sarcomas included BCL2, which is consistent with
known immunohistochemical staining patterns of these
tumours.33
The prevalence of activating KIT mutations in
gastrointestinal stromal tumours,26 and recognition of genes
from the KIT signalling pathway in this cluster, lend further
support to the idea that aberrant KIT activity is important
in transformation of these tumours. The presence of genes
known to counteract the function of KIT in this gene set
suggests that gastrointestinal stromal tumours have retained
various normal cell functions that supply inhibitory
feedback to, now aberrant, KIT activity. These tumour
samples have also reduced cell-cycle activity, as shown by
underexpression of proliferation genes, with an increase in
antiapoptotic activity suggested by relatively high BCL2
expression (data not shown). Taken together, these findings
suggest that gastrointestinal stromal tumours are low-grade
and of low complexity, which are driven by few mutations,
or perhaps one mutation, in KIT.
The central prominence of KIT in the gene cluster
defining gastrointestinal stromal tumours accords with the
finding that imatinib mesylate (formerly STI571), a
tyrosine-kinase inhibitor with activity against KIT, seems
highly effective in slowing of tumour growth.34 Only one of
eight stromal tumours was negative for KIT by
immunohistochemistry. Despite this case’s failure to stain
for KIT, it was clinically diagnosed as a gastrointestinal
stromal tumour by its histological findings and the location
of the tumour in the gastric wall. On gene-array analysis,
this case had high levels of KIT mRNA, and most of the
genes that are associated with KIT in the gene cluster
specific for this group of tumour were present.
This case is one example of the increase in reliability of
tumour classification by genome-wide analysis compared
with immunohistochemistry with limited numbers of
markers. We noted that gastrointestinal stromal tumours
are widely separate from leiomyosarcomas. This
observation lends support to the hypothesis that these
gastrointestinal stromal tumours are derived not from the
smooth muscle fibres of the intestinal tract but from cells
associated with pacemaker activity in the bowel wall.35
We showed the existence of two subgroups of
leiomyosarcoma, both distinct from gastrointestinal stromal
tumours. Too few cases were available to allow for
meaningful comparison based on histological findings
between the two groups. Clinical features, such as tumour
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location, did not account for the separation of the
leiomyosarcomas into these separate groups.
We also reported a group of genes associated with
malignant fibrous histiocytomas, liposarcomas, and the
remaining leiomyosarcomas. Division of this group was not
correlated with morphological diagnosis, but rather was the
result of a collection of genes with fibrous and histiocytic
features.9
The histiocytic part included genes
characteristically expressed by macrophages, including
CD11b and CD68. Also prominent were genes of the
interferon-responsive cluster, identified previously in breast
carcinoma,3 and genes associated with other inflammatory
processes. The fibrous part of the gene set included many
genes for collagen, collagen metabolism, and constituents
of the extracellular matrix and angiogenesis. Overall, these
genes overlapped with the stromal/fibroblast and
endothelial gene clusters identified in molecular profiling of
breast tumours.4 The absence of a clear distinction between
malignant fibrous histiocytomas, liposarcomas, and a
subset of the leiomyosarcomas correlates with ongoing
debate on the degree to which malignant fibrous
histiocytomas can be diagnosed as a separate tumour
category.36
In all our tumour-specific clusters, we identified several
candidate tumour markers and potential drug targets.
Genes that help define tumour-specific clusters have
potential value for resolution of differential diagnoses, but
need to be validated at the immunohistochemical level. The
expression levels identified with spotted microarray
technology might not always correspond to the amount of
protein product, or might be represented by small
quantities of protein that are difficult to detect by
immunohistochemistry. However, it is reassuring to note
that known immunohistochemical markers (S100b, BCL2,
and KIT) are present in the identified clusters, suggesting
that other, new, useful markers will also be present.
Genome-wide expression profiling could lead to
improved soft-tissue tumour classification. Molecular
profiling of various tumours of this type will shed light on
the cells of origin for many of these tumours, and could also
allow better understanding of poorly described normal
connective-tissue counterparts of these tumours, such as
fibroblasts, myofibroblasts, and pericytes. Some of the
highly expressed genes we identified are implicated in the
pathogenesis of these tumours. Our analysis has recorded
numerous genes that cluster with these markers, and thus
that could also be associated with pathogenesis. Further
study of these genes could lead to new diagnostic or
prognostic markers and new therapeutic targets.
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